APPENDICES

Summary of My Sister’s Keeper

Andromeda “Anna” Fitzgerald as one of the protagonists in this novel is trapped in a family situation. She is not ill, but she has to stay at hospital because of her sister’s illness. Her elder sister, Kate Fitzgerald, has acute promyelocytic leukemia since she was two years old. Anna was born as an identical genetic copy of her elder sister to help her to be alive. She is the one who can save her elder sister. Now Anna is thirteen years old and she feels tired that she always gives what her elder sister needs, and her parents never ask permission from her when the doctor takes anything from her body. Anna decides to hire a lawyer to become medically emancipated from her parents in order to gain the right to make the decision for herself. Her lawyer, Campbell Alexander, works for her.

At the end of the book, it is revealed that the reason Anna initiates the lawsuit is because her sister does not want her to donate the kidney. Kate says that she is ready to die. After the trial, Anna is granted medical emancipation. Unfortunately on her way home, Anna has a car accident and dies in the accident. Her parents decide to donate Anna’s kidney for her elder sister.
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Most recently, she wrote five issues of the Wonder Woman comic book series for DC Comics and her book entitled My Sister’s Keeper is translated into thirty four languages in thirty five countries. My Sister’s Keeper has made into New Line Cinema, with Nick Cassavetes directing and Cameron Diaz starring.
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